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They’ve been at it for 99 years – testing the limits of
imagination, skill and raw nerve. This season marks
a century of record setting on the Bonneville Salt
Flats. Here are some of the highlights

T

he first races on the Bonneville
Salt Flats were in August 1914,
when racing promoter, Ernie
Moross, brought a fleet of
eight racing machines to the salt.
The jewel of the stable was the mighty
2.5-litre, 300-horsepower Blitzen Benz,
under the command of ‘Terrible’ Teddy
Tetzlaff, a noted leadfoot of the day. With
Billie Carlson, Harry Goetz and Wilbur
D’Alene driving a collection of Marmon
Wasps and Maxwells it was an epochal
chapter to automobile racing. Tetzlaff’s
first attempt matched the speed achieved
by then world land speed record holder,
Bob Burman, but took less time. His halfmile speed, however, was fractionally
higher at 142.8mph. The achievement went
unrecorded in the record books though
because the local promoters politically
hijacked race publicity to gain attention
for a planned transcontinental highway
on its way from the east. Duly annoyed,
the AAA Contest Board (the motorsports
arm of American Automobile Association)
revoked its sanction and the resulting
scandal made the Salt Flats a race venue
pariah for the next 20 years. Nevertheless,

the seeds of curiosity were sown.
In 1925, the Victory Highway opened,
stretching 40 miles across the salt beds, and
in a publicity stunt Ab Jenkins, driving a
Studebaker, raced a steam train from Salt
Lake City, 120 miles west, to Wendover,
beating the belching behemoth by five
minutes. Six years later, in 1931, Jenkins
was back on the salt, driving a new

Reid Railton, to visit the salt flats, and
then Malcolm Campbell showed up with
the monstrously big, 11,000lb Bluebird,
powered by a Rolls Royce aeroplane engine.
On Tuesday 3 September 1937, Campbell
set off down the 13-mile oily black line.
Bluebird twice flew across those allimportant 5,281ft, clocking a recorded
average of 301.1292mph, despite a

made the Salt Flats a race venue
pariah for the next 20 years
12-cylinder Pierce-Arrow on a surveyed
and scraped 10-mile circular track.
Dressed in white cotton duck pants and
shirt, topped with a cotton skullcap and
two pairs of goggles, Jenkins took off.
He stopped for fuel 12 times, but never
got up from behind the wheel for 24
hours, logging 2,710 miles and averaging
112.935mph to set a new 24-hour average
speed record on 18-19 September 1932.
That feat captured the attention of
European racers, John Rhodes Cobb, George
Eyston and Malcolm Campbell. Jenkins
convinced celebrated race car designer,

mile-long, four-wheel skid that set the
tyres and brakes alight. This was the
first official absolute world land speed
record set at Bonneville. “The Utah salt
flats are the speed laboratory of the
future!” Campbell cried to onlookers.
English gentlemen racers, John Cobb
and Capt. George Eyston, joined Jenkins
as friendly rivals, collecting and trading
land speed records throughout the ’30s
and ’40s, with Cobb ending the wheeldriven ‘monster car’ era in 1947, re-setting
the official mark to 394mph, though he
broke the 400mph barrier with one run.

the last great bastion of
amateur motorsports

Malcolm Campbell brought world records to the salt in September 1935 when he and
Bluebird tripped the clocks just beyond the 300mph mark. Afterwards, the Bonneville
Salt Flats became the place to race for world speed records for the next half century.

It may have been the ‘monster car’ era, but a
gentleman wouldn’t think of driving without a
freshly pressed white shirt and silk tie. Driver John
Cobb would don overalls before he had the body
shell lowered for a speed run.
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‘Terrible’ Teddy Tetzlaff stands with his arms crossed next to Utah
Governor,
William Spry, who is about to get the joy ride of his life in the Blitzen
Benz
waiting behind them. Domenich Basso, the riding mechanic, leans
on the rear
tyre. He will not be aboard during the upcoming spin around the
salt.

Captain George Edward Thomas Eyston OBE
built and set speeds records on the salt
with Speed of the Wind and the enormous
Thunderbolt, trading records with American Ab
Jenkins and countryman John Cobb.
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Enter the hot rod

Next came the hot rodders from Southern
California, who staged their first speed
meet on 22-27 August 1949. With Jenkins’
help, the Southern California Timing
Association (SCTA) began with 60 entrants
what continues to this day – a week-long
annual time trial that now attracts upwards
of 500 cars, trucks and motorcycles.
Competition classes are numerous and are
structured so that any speed hopeful can
find a place to slot into speed deeds.
Hop Up magazine established the
Bonneville 200mph Club in 1952 to

recognise what remains a remarkable
achievements to this day. The sole
requirement for lifetime membership,
and the only way to get in, was to drive

Jet and rocket-powered machines
evolved out of the wheel-driven crowd
in the early 1960s, propelling the sport
forward at great speed as they punched

Hop Up magazine established the
Bonneville 200mph Club in 1952
a car two ways over a measured mile at
a clocked speed of 200mph, or better.
Today, racers must also set a record to gain
membership in the fraternity that numbers
less than 800 after nearly 70 years.

past the 400, 500 and 600mph marks,
electrifying the general public’s interest.
Meanwhile, technological advances such
as overhead valve engines, including the
Chrysler Hemi and the small block Chevy,

ensured more down-to-earth motorheads
had ample opportunity to demonstrate
with vigour how quick they could run
with ‘factory’ goods. Two such people
were brothers, Bob and Bill Summers,
who set a new wheel-driven record of
409.277mph on 12 November 1965 using
four naturally aspirated Chrysler Hemis in
their sleek, 32ft Goldenrod streamliner.
The next day Bob removed the Chrysler
engineer’s air scoops and fitted his own
before clocking an unofficial 425.99mph.
This annoyed Chrysler management so
much they demanded immediate return of

their engines, but it showed that amateur
racers were still king at Bonneville.
Former test astronaut, Gary Gabelich,
became ‘world’s fastest’ driving the rocketpowered Blue Flame on 23 October 1970,

silver anniversary in 1973, most of the
salt pioneers were in their 50s, and their
children were donning helmets and
strapping into adventures of their own.
The next year, Firestone announced

“The Utah salt flats are the speed
laboratory of the future!”
recording 622.407mph in the flying mile,
making him the first to exceed the 1,000
kilometer-per-hour barrier in the process.
By the time Speed Week marked its

it was leaving racing and, suddenly,
every available Firestone Bonneville
tyre became as valuable as gold.
Wanting to broaden the racing schedule

The most voluptuous Bonneville streamliner ever built, the Redhead is pushed
up to the starting line in 1962. Campaigned by the team of Hammon-McGrathWhipp, the car was also known as the ‘Coke Bottle’ due to its distinctive shape.

affair,
The Speed Week drivers’ meeting was for years a rather informal
out
held on the side of the road on the main drag in Wendover. Check
li
the wild STP coveralls on the racer in the lower right. Andy Granatel
would give local kids hundreds of stickers, telling them, “Put ’em
anywhere and everywhere.” And they did.

David Abbott ‘Ab’ Jenkins was such good friends with Augie
Duesenberg that the legendary car builder crafted his last race
car for the Salt Lake City Mormon who is considered the ‘father
of the salt’, and was directly responsible for attracting Britain’s
leading racing drivers to Utah’s saline speedway. Here, in its
third iteration, the Mormon Meteor III is now powered by a
Curtiss Conqueror aeroplane engine.

As was often the case with early land speed teams, no one person had
enough dough to fund an entire racing operation, so a group of guys would
band together, usually as a car club, and start hunting for class records. This
Corvette was the 1965 entry of the Knights Car Club from San Francisco.
Gary Hartsock, second from right, still races at Bonneville today.

Jack Lufkin was the man to beat in sports car in 1966. Lufkin
worked for southern California racer and mechanical genius,
Ak Miller, for decades, where many ground-pounding hot
rod and lakes racers were built.

Robert ‘Bones’ Markley examines the rear
axle and wheel assembly of the belly
tank he ran together with his brother,
Charlie. The #360 yellow racer was the
cover car of the December ’62 issue of
Hot Rod magazine. The brothers’ D-class
lakester was powered by a 260ci, GMCblown Chevy engine that ran 239mph.
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A fuel stop for an Austin Healey at
Bonneville in 1953. This was one of
numerous cars, including a streamlined
model, that builder, Donald Healey,
brought to the salt, setting several land
speed records. Note the lanky man sitting
on the 55-gallon barrel – none other than
factory driver Carroll Shelby, bored to
tears while waiting for his turn to drive.
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mark, with Gary Gabelich
In 1970 The Blue Flame rocket car was the first to surpass the 1,000kph
-designed and built car to
at the hydrogen peroxide controls. It remains the fastest American
mark was topped by Richard
this day. Pictured with Emily Gillette upper left, Gabelich’s 622mph
Noble in 1983 with Thrust 2.

All-time high

Wing cars were popular on the salt in the 1980s. Here, three teams pose for what has become
the iconic Bonneville photograph – a perfectly clean race car in the middle of several inches of
standing salt water, with the far-away mountains behind. They may be smiling now, but you can
bet no one was happy later cleaning the salt off the underside of these cars.

for land speed racers, as well as keep
a closer eye on what was happening
out on the salt, a group of stalwart
speeders founded the Utah Salt Flats
Racing Association (USFRA) in 1976.
Salt racing intelligentsia recall two
big things in 1978. Firstly, Don Vesco
rode his 2,030cc twin-engine Kawasaki
streamliner to a new World Motorcycle
Land Speed Record of 318.598mph. Then
Vesco put stunt woman, Marcia Holley,
in his ride and she nailed a 229mph
milestone record that pierced the up to
then all-male Bonneville 200mph Club.

Cut and Thrust2

In September 1981, try as he might,
Britain’s Richard Noble was foiled from
making a serious attempt at the World
Land Speed Record driving the jetpowered Thrust2 by surface conditions,
and so in 1983 abandoned the salt for
the Black Rock Desert in Nevada, taking
with him Bonneville’s crown racing
jewel, the unlimited World Land Speed
Record, now raised to 633.468mph.
On-board computer technology shows up
on salt speed machines in the mid-1980s,

prompting some to complain about ‘diala-ride’ or ‘dial-a-speed’ methods. As land
speed racing turned the corner into the
last decade of the century, growth was
evident everywhere in the sport, except
for the salt itself. Speeds continued to rise
as racers improved engines, chassis and
body styling, but the emphasis was shifting
from record setting to ramping up pressure
on the government to take corrective
action to prevent the salt flats being
destroyed entirely (see sidebar opposite).
SCTA / Bonneville Nationals Inc. added
another event to the racing calendar
in 1990, the October World Finals,

In 2001, Bonneville Nationals membership
was at an all-time high of 1,179 members.
Racers reported conditions were so good
that the old 11-mile international course
was back in use and, on 18 October, Don
Vesco, driving the Turbinator, demolished
the late Donald Campbell’s near fourdecade stranglehold on the turbinepowered, wheel-driven record with an
average of 458.440mph in the mile, making
him the first and only person in history to
have held top honours for both automotive
and motorcycle World Land Speed Records.
Come 2004, the USFRA offered 130 and
150mph Club competitions, permitting
street-driven cars to compete on the
salt with only very minor, reversible
modifications. This proved very popular,
with many thinking it easy to reach
either speed, but soon discovering it’s
much harder than first thought.
In 2006, salt veteran, Mike Cook, hosted
the first annual FIA and FIM-sanctioned
Bonneville Shootouts. Mesmerised by
land speed racing as a kid, JCB chairman,
Anthony Bamford, believed a land speed
record was the perfect way to prove the

On-board computer technology shows up
on salt speed machines in the mid-1980s
bringing the total number of annual
sanctioned racing events to four.
In 1998, the 50th anniversary of Speed
Week attracted more than 200 vehicles
to compete in 350 classes, with 77 new
automobile and 33 motorcycle certified
speed records being made that week.
By 2000, the BLM re-salination plan was

worth of his new JCB444 diesel engines
and showcase British engineering, so
took Dieselmax to Cook’s speed party.
Driven by Wing Commander Andy
Green – the current ‘fastest man on
earth’, Dieselmax exploded the 1973
supercharged diesel streamliner record,
jumping it 115 notches to 350mph.

Duane McKinney driving the Sundowner Corvette. The car gained
salt
fame by earning ‘fastest production car’ honours by setting numerou
s
speed records through the years. McKinney, who attended the first
Speed
Week in 1949, still runs the car on the salt today, and serves as a
board
member for the Bonneville 200mph Club.
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The JCB Dieselmax starting another run.
What everyone on the start line agreed is
that JCB brought the best push vehicle ever
to the salt. Colin Bond was the knobby tyre
driver who punched the beast past 70mph.

starting to take effect, and racers saw
thick, white salt, no mud and very few
pressure ridges to upset suspension travel.
This allowed Carl Heap to plaster a 231mph
record in The Phoenix, a 1943 International
truck, push started by a 1997 Freightliner!
With black smoke thundering out of the
exhaust stacks, onlookers watched in
disbelief at something so big hurtling down
the speedway. Bringing things into the 21st
century, the globally scattered straight-line
fraternity joined together in cyberspace
for bench racing when www.landracing.
com arrived on the web, allowing for
the first time racers and enthusiasts to
chat and exchange ideas all year round.
Bamford used his leverage with The
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company
to inspire a new generation of tyres
specifically for the land speed racing
segment, which benefitted countless
others. But precious few come to the salt
with treasure chests like those of JCB, most
land speed racers are simple, ordinary
people doing extraordinary things every
time they leave the starting line. In fact,
it is the very lack of sponsorship that is
acknowledged among salt junkies as the
defining factor in keeping the sport ‘pure’.
The glistening saline surface is the last
great bastion of amateur motorsports.
Over the years it has allowed thousands
of ordinary people to accomplish
extraordinary feats with cars, trucks
and motorcycles using pistons, turbines,
superchargers, turbochargers, gas, fuel,
diesel, batteries, hydrogen and propane.

Reserved enthusiasm

As the 2014 racing season opens, it marks
the 100th year of racing on the salt. The
first century of speed may now be in the
history books, but there is a reserved
enthusiasm for the second century of speed
on salt, and an overwhelming consensus
among the go-fast crowd that the fastest
among them may have to start parking
their rides because the salt surface will no
longer support safe, high-speed record
runs. With streamliners, two-wheel or
four, looking to blast through the 400 and
500mph barriers respectively, they will
need rock solid salt to confidently lash
the loud pedal and grind the grip, and it
remains to be seen for how long Bonneville
Salt Flats will provide that opportunity.

SOS – Save Our Salt

So, just how did such a barren, inhospitable place come to be Mecca for hot
rodders?
It took some 100,000 years to form the saline speedway, located 4,214ft above
sea
level, immediately east of the Nevada / Utah border town of Wendover, during
the last
stages of the ice age. Once covered by a body of sea water 135 miles wide
by nearly
325 miles long, when the 1,000ft deep
water evaporated, the minerals and salts
remained to form a spectacular natural
test track.
Summer temperatures climb above
100 degrees and can drop below 50
within a 24-hour period yet, no matter how hot the air gets, the surface is always
cool
and moist to the touch – a boon for racing tyres that build up friction heat
at high
speeds. Nothing grows out of the crystalline salt beds except one’s imagina
tion and a
few mirages, but that hasn’t stop mankind from abusing it. The first clear sign
that the
salt was shrinking came in 1963 when a potash company dug a huge ditch
at the west
end of the salt flat to enhance its mineral extraction process. The racers complai
ned but,
because the all-volunteer group had no political or economic capital, little was
done
and the ecological damage continued unabated for 50 years. The 1975 United
States
Geological Survey (USGS) noted “13 million tons [of salt] had been lost between
1960
and 1974.” Among the study’s conclusions: “If the race track is to be preserve
d, then
some means must be developed to stop depletion of the salt, or to restore salt
at the
same rate it is lost.”
As long ago as 1977, a Bureau of Land Management (BLM) plan documented
the loss
of 70,000 acres of salt between 1926 and 1976, yet still nothing was done
to abate the
decline. In 1995, a long-delayed USGS report pointed the finger squarely at
the mining
operations as being responsible for the salt loss, but still no official monitor
ing process
was instituted. Not even being added to the National Register of Historic Places,
it
seemed, could help save the Bonneville Salt Flats from unchecked mining.
But finally, in 1997, the BLM considered Bonneville a ‘threatened resource’,
and
implemented a five-year cooperative re-salination plan, which was accepted
by the
racers, government and industry. The plan was that half an inch of new salt
would be
flowed back onto the speedway each winter and, by 2000, some 1.8 million
tons of salt
had been returned. Whether the Salt Flats will survive for another century, howeve
r, is a
question that will only be answered by the passing of time.

13 million tons [of salt]
had been lost between
1960 and 1974

Diesel 16V92
Carl Heap and Phoenix, a 1943 IHC K-7 truck powered by a Detroit
and weighing more
engine with four turbochargers, producing in excess of 4,000bhp
to wrap around the
than 18,000lbs. Your eyeballs see it, but your brain just can’t seem
idea of this thing travelling at 298mph!

The late Don Vesco beside Turbinator,
the turbine-powered steer that
carried him to a national (USA) and
world record of 458mph in October
2001. Vesco is the only person to
earn ‘world’s fastest’ titles for both
motorcycle and automobile, and his
record remains intact going into the
2014 racing season.

